A particle, shaped as an ellipsoid of revolution and rotating about an arbitrary axis, experiences a torque in a rarefied monatomic gas because of the impact with the gas atoms. This torque is calculated for the case where the linear dimensions of the ellipsoid are small compared with the mean free path of the gas. The interaction of the gas atoms with the ellipsoidal surface is taken into account by means of the boundary condition for the distribution function in terms of an accommodation coefficient (diffuse and specular reflection). The torque is considered for prolate and oblate ellipsoids. The formulae obtained are of interest in the theory of the Brownian motion of a rotating particle in a rarefied gas.
It is well known that a small sphere moving with velocity V through a rarefied gas experiences a drag K which for low velocity (as compared with the velocity of sound) is given by the formula of Epstein In the opposite case (radius of the sphere large compared with the mean free path) the usual Stokes formula is valid. A similar situation is found if one considers the torque on a rotating ellipsoid. In the hydrodynamical regime, the torque on rotating ellipsoids has been calculated by Gans 2 (cf. also Reference 3 ). In the present paper the torque on a rotating ellipsoid of revolution is calculated in the limit where the linear dimension of the ellipsoid L is small compared with the mean free path. The two cases, prolate and oblate ellipsoids, will be discussed separately. The calculations are limited to the case where Q L is small compared with the velocity of sound [Q is the angular velocity of the rotating ellipsoid). This is actually no serious restriction, since in the case of interest (the Brownian motion of a rotating particle) this condition is always fulfilled. The calculations of the torque on a rotating sphere or for a disk (rotating about an axis perpendicular to the surface) can even be done without this restriction.
The formulae for the torque obtained below are of interest in the study of the Brownian motion of a rotating particle in a rarefied gas. The torque is equal to the rate of change of the angular momentum of the rotating particle due to the interaction with the gas atoms. This interaction must therefore be specified. For the following calculations it is assumed that a fraction (1 -a) of the atoms incident on the ellipsoid is specularly reflected, whereas the other atoms are re-emitted by the surface with a Maxwell distribution corresponding to the temperature of the ellipsoid (which is assumed to be equal to the temperature of the gas) and its motion. In the case considered, the presence of the ellipsoid does not alter the distribution of the atoms incident on its surface, which is a Maxwell distribution at rest. § 1. General Formula for the Torque The force dK on a surface element dS at rest with outer normal Tl pointing into the gas is given by
(1)
The subscripts ± on the integrals mean integration over c'-H>0 and c'-n<0. The distribution function of the gas atoms with mass m incident on the surface element dS is denoted by /_ , whereas / + denotes the distribution function of the gas atoms which leave the surface element. The functions f+ and /_ are connected by the boundary condition which will be stated below. Equation (1) is valid in a coordinate system where the surface element dS is at rest. Therefore one has to introduce a coordinate system attached to the body and rotating with angular velocity ß with respect to the laboratory system. The velocity & of a gas atom in Eq. (1) is measured with respect to this rotating system. At every point X of the surface of the body, the velocity c' is connected with the velocity C in the laboratory system by c' = c-ßxx.
The distribution function of the gas atoms incident on a surface element dS at the point X is a Maxwell distribution in the rotating system with mean velocity -ßxX:
Here n is the number density, T the temperature of the gas and ky, Boltzmann's constant.
In order to calculate the force dK, the connection between / + and /_ must be given. The boundary condition in the rotating system will be written for C • ft > 0 as
The velocity C = C -2 (C n)n in the distribution function of the incident atoms represents the velocity of an atom before collision with the surface element dS which after specular reflection is changed into C . The accommodation coefficient is denoted by 2. By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq.
(1) one obtains
In Eq. (5) has been introduced. In the following, the incident distribution function of Eq. (3) is approximated as
This is justified if Q L c, where L is of the order of the linear dimension of the rotating body. For a rotating Brownian particle Q Ljc~~ (m/M)' /2 , where M is the mass of the rotating particle. This ratio is indeed very small. Equation (7) is now substituted dnto Equation (5). The Maxwell integrals can easily be performed. One obtains the following expression for the force dK on the surface element dS
where the mass density o = n m and the pressure p = (kB T/m) o have been introduced. The torque on a surface element dS is given by dM = X x dK. On integration over the surface the contribution of the first term on the right of Eq. (8) of course vanishes. The total torque M on the body is
This equation gives the torque on a rotating body of arbitrary shape. The integrals in Eq. (9) give different results for prolate and oblate ellipsoids of revolution. They are calculated in the appendix of this paper. In the following chapter the torque will be discussed separately for this two types of ellipsoids.
For a sphere and for a disk rotating about an axis perpendicular to the surface, the expansion of the incident distribution function as in Eq. (7) is not needed. One merely has to introduce the velocity C = C +£2xX instead of c' as a new integration variable in the integrals occurring in Equation (5).
Since tl • (ß x X) = 0 for the sphere and for the disk, the limits of integration are not changed (Ctl = C "tl). Thus the torque on a sphere (radius a) rotating with angular velocity -ß can exactly be calculated from Equations (3), (5). The result is
The corresponding formula for a rotating disk with radius a is M=-lao-ÖJia*n.
It should be noted that the result of Epstein 4 for the force K on a sphere moving with velocity V can also be obtained from Eq. (8) by the substitution K= -1 + "7 4;r -
The force on moving ellipsoids could also be obtained by this method. § 2. Special Cases: Prolate and Oblate
Ellipsoids of Revolution a) Prolate Ellipsoids
The symmetry axis (figure axis) of the ellipsoid is characterized by the unit vector U. The major and minor semiaxes will be denoted by a and b (a >6) ; the eccentricity is given by e = (1 -b 2 ja 2 ) 1,1 . The two integrals occurring in Eq. (9) are calculated in the appendix. The following result for the torque is obtained:
M= -/|j uu-Q-y±
(ß-«tt-ß) . (13) The two positive coefficients y\\ and y j_ determine the torque when the angular velocity of the rotating ellipsoid is parallel or perpendicular to the symmetry axis It. They are given by the following expressions:
y± = iy8(l--e 2 ) ,/s + 3 (l-
a(f1(e) + (l-e 2 )f,(e))
6 -ji
The functions , /., and /3 are given in the appendix. The coefficient
determines according to Eq. (10) the torque on a sphere with radius a : M --ay^Q. For e = 0 the two coefficients y\\ and y j_ are equal to a ys as it should be, whereas for e -> 1 they tend to zero. The relaxation frequencies for the angular velocity ß are given by coy and co± = y ±/@ ± , where G\\ and G j_ are the corresponding moments of inertia for rotations parallel and perpendicular to the axis M. The frequencies ccy and co ^ are of the same order of magnitude. Their ratio X = a-\\/<6± is given by X = a(2-£ 2 )/2 + 3(1-
For £ in the range 0 £ ^ 1, the inequality 3 a + 4 (1 -a) + -a applies.
b) Oblate Ellipsoids
The major and minor semiaxes will again be denoted by a and b (a >b), hence the eccentricity is given by the same expression as in case a). The unit vector U characterizes the symmetry axis of the ellipsoid. The torque is given by Eq. (13), with 711 = a 7s #:
The functions gx, g.2 and g3 are defined in the appendix. The two coefficients y\\ and y j_ are equal to a y% for £ = 0; for £ = 1 the torque on a disk with radius a is obtained which coincides with Equation (11). If the angular velocity lies in the plane of the disk, one gets
which is about twice as much as in Eq. (11). The ratio % = ojjj/co± is
X -a(2 -£ 2 )g-y a(g.2+ (1 -£ 2 )^)
+ 3 1 6 -JT <* e*ff 3
a + 4 I 1 -6 " 71 a
A) Prolate Ellipsoids
The surface of the ellipsoid is described by x= b sin i/; cos <p
Each point of the surface is characterized by two angles <p and y (0 <j rp ^ 2 ji, 0 ip ^ -"0 • Tlie The integrals occurring in Eq. (9) will be calsymmetry axis M is chosen as z-axis (ez = U). Since culated for the two types of ellipsoids. a>b for the prolate ellipsoid, the eccentricity is
The inequality 1 is valid for e in the range 0 fc 1
Appendix
given by e = (1 -6 2 /a 2 )' /s . The surface element dS and the unit vector n are dS = a 2 (l -f 2 ) 1/s (1 -£ 2 cos 2 i/O Vl sin ip dip dcp
(1 -e 2 cos 2 i/0 1/2 n = sin ip cos<p er + sin ip sin (p e" + (1 -£ 2 )' 2 cos tp U , where ex and £,f are unit vectors along the x and y-axis. One needs the following relation
which is easily derived from Equation (A 1), (A3). For the calculation of the torque it is sufficient to consider integrals of the form f x" x,. dS and / (X x n) " (X x fl),. dS . By using Eqs. (A1-A4), they can be written as ,(dllv-ullUl.) +flullu"],
where the functions fx , f.,, and /3 are defined by Some special values of interest are: 
B) Oblate Ellipsoids
The surface of the ellipsoid is described by
The unit vector II of the symmetry axis is along the positive z-direction. Since a >b, the eccentricity is given by the same expression as in case A). The surface element dS and the normal tl are dS = a' 2 (1 -E 2 sin 2 ip) Vi sin ip dy dcp ,
(1 -E 2 sin 2 ip) l/ * tl = (1 -£ 2 )' /s (sin y cos<p ef + sin y sin (p ey) + cos xp U .
The relation corresponding to Eq. (A 4) is
The two integrals of interest are
where the functions gx, g2, and g3 are defined by 
